### Submitting the Preschool Application

#### 2022-23 Ravenna Timeline

- **06** Application Opens
- **29** Preschool & Kinder Parent Preview (optional)
  Prelim app form required by 10/21 to register for this Preview.
- **05** Application due!
- **05** Assessment Video complete
- **05** TBD
  Preschool Readiness Visits begin
- **17** Decisions released!
- **24** Responses due by noon
- **03** Preschool & Kinder Parent Preview (optional)
  Prelim app form required by 11/25 to register for this Preview.
- **04** Submit FAST App (optional)
  Learn more about Tuition & Affordability at admissionshschools.org/tuition

### RAVENNA APPLICATION STEPS
- SHS Preliminary Application Form
- Parent/Guardian Statement
- Parent/Guardian Interview
- Assessment Video
- Student Evaluation Form (if applicable)
- Preschool Readiness Visit

---

For a peek at 2022-23 Admission Events, see next page. Looking for more? Visit admissionshschools.org anytime.
Prechool Admission Event Calendar
2022-23 Optional Virtual & In-Person Events
as of September (subject to change)

IN-PERSON
VIRTUAL

*Live Spanish interpretation available

REGISTER FOR EVENTS ON RAVENNA!
Registration for both virtual and in-person events will become available on Ravenna, throughout the admission season. We encourage all families to attend an Info Session before registering for in-person events!

IN-PERSON
VIRTUAL

*Live Spanish interpretation available

We know there are many steps to navigate as you apply. Subscribe to the SHS Admission Newsletter for monthly updates and reminders!